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Aband. BY exploiting the autocorrelation of every
channel and the croe-correlation between

This paper reports o a preliminary study of channels, we formulate the following 2-D vector
applying single-channel (scalar) and multicbarmel autoregressive model for z(m,n)t "o
(vector) 2-D linear prediction to color Iage
modeling and coding. Aim, the novel Idea of a
multi-input single-output 2-0 ADeN coder in x(m,n) A I&(k,i)z(m-k,n-&) * b + e(m,n) (1)
introduced. The results of thin study indicate k I
that texture Information in multispectral Images
can be represented by linear prediction coff I- where we predict the vector zm',n) from its
cients or metrice, whereas the prediction error neighbor vector values weighted by Opredictionconvey edge-information. Noreover, by uslng a matrLces'O Ak,i) of order 356. In (1), (ki)
sLgle-hannl ode-informatio we obtained, from range over all integer pairs in a set I, called
original ool Images of 24 bLte/pixel, recon- the region of support of the prediction mask, and
stucted imagee of good quality at information thin ot determines whether the meek is causal,
rates of I bit/pixel or lees. quarter-plane, etc. The causality of the pre-

diction meek in necessary for I.he recursive
omputabiliy of (1). 'The bLev vector b -
[bi,...,N) acounts for the fact that the in-TWo-diensional linear prediction was suc- tensity image umples are explittlr biased by a

cesafully applied to coding monochrome Ieages at do-level vector * - Id .. ,dyl' since they at*
rates below 1 bit/pLzel 11,21 and to clustering always nonnegative. f;he 2-D vector prediction
homogeneous image textures by using 2-D LMC die- error signal e(an) is the output of a N41 matrix
tances 31. Motivated by the above success of prediction error filter
2-0 linear prediction, we tried to extend its cst
to Oultipectral images either by autoregressive- - -i
ly modeling each channel separately or by using a 4(z ,A,2 ) - - a -(k,i)51  z2 (2)
vector 2-0 linear predictor which exploits cross- k i
correlation between channels. These two
approaches reasemble the notions of component and when the input is z(an) and where I denotes the
omposite encoding methods for color video sig- NW identity matrix. The relation between b and
nale 14). A major contribution of this paper is d in
the introduction of a ulti-input single-output
ADPCK coder whose output will be a single-channel b-[ -I A(k,L) ]d (3)
edge-information signalt this reflects the idea k i
that for most natural color images the edges
occur at approximately the same location in every Consider the MW average prediction error matrix
channel. Although our results refer only to
3-channel color Images (red, green, blue), our a * e(m,n)e (m,n) (4)theoretical formulation addresses the general m n
csee of an *-channel sultispectral image.

In (4), fm,n) range over all integer pairs orre-V "- sMn PLC spOnding to pixel locations inside some region of
support of z(in) which we call the anlysiset z(m,n) 0 [a(m(n),...,l.(mtn)]T repre- froe. Thf- i-th diagonal entry of the matrix a

senj en W-obannel 2-0 Image vector signal, where represents the mean-sqviared prediction error In
.. 3 denotW th* transposo of & vector oed the -rh etannel. The criterion to find the
zi(a,n) presents a sinole-channel scaler 2-D optimal parameters W{k,S), b) of the model is to
sequence of image intensity in a certain spectral minimize the trace of 3. The inclusion of b in
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the unknown parameters guarantees that the pro the following ways From (2) and (3) we infer
diction etrot e(m,n) will be a 2-0 zero-moan that b a V(1,1)d. Therefore, if the image signalIvector sequence. The normal equations ares has a nonzero dc-level WdC) and we arbitrarily

reovier b- n(5,te we proed t2h, pedtrinn
(k,) N*b 5(30) (Sb) ofaF11 ha o PM zrerpaeo regich focspo thende

k A a necessary condition for stability is

where we observe the matrix correlation and e-det(I(,1~ > 0()
tor shift lags respectively:

Finally, If we use the autocorrelation
T method with a 2-D separable prediction mask, then

*(k.L:i,J) x jzw-k,n-L9)zT(m-i,n-J) (6a) the stability of' the inverse* prediction error
ma filter is guaranteed in both the scaler and the

vector cases.

a(k,A) - ~ zl-k,n-A) (6b) MIMMOM~ ADM Comm
aa

We used the above theoretical formulation of
In (5)t (k.*) end (i~j) range over the set L. In 2-1) linear prediction for the design of the pre-
(4), (m,n) range over the analysis from*, and % dictors ina the feedback loops of anADIOS Image
in (Sb) denotes the number of samples inside the coding *cheme of the feed-forward4 tope.
analysis fram. Initially# each channel of the multichannel img

was coded separately using a single-input single-
An alternative may of =oeling z(n,n) wmul output AniM, as described in 11,21, at me

be to autoregressively model each channel average Information rate of I bit/pixel or
separately$ I*: ls, This resulted in a bit rate of about 9

bits/pixel for en *-channel color Image.
Nowever, since our interest was In much lower bit

simnx I Iaft a,(k,)xi(se-k.n-JV.b±4ei(m~n) rates and because we wanted to exploit cocrals-
k A (7) tion between channels, we used the multi-input

for it2..Uwhere the optimal scalar linear snl-uptAPKabesonI i.1

prediction coefficients a (k, 1) end bias ooeffi- The philosophy of esach feedback loop in Pig.
cient bi era obtainel by minimizing the I is that for the i-th channel the Pi predictor
mean-squared value of the scalar prediction error forms en estimate fron past samples of the recon-
signal a (m,n) over the analysis frame, a ex- structed image signal hi(m,n). This etimate is
plained in 11,21. Obviously the scaler models in subtracted from the incoming Image signal a (a n)
(7) are a isuase of the vector model in (1) with to form the difference signal d fm'n) whtc 'is
the prediction matrices A~k, A) being diagonal, quantized end encoded into the 2%~ signal cmn

for transmission. At the receiver, the quantized
Onet approach to ompute the correlation ad difference signal di(a,n) excites the i-th in-

shift lags in (6) is to aession the vector Image verse prediction error filtor to produce the
signal to be zero outside the analysis frame, reconstructed image signal zi(m,n) for the i-th
which is similar to the autcorrelation method of channel.
I-b linear prediction. Alternatively, ssamples on
the borders of the framei could he supplied as The design of the multi-input single-output
needed In the computation of (6)i this latter quantizer 0 in Fig. 1 is governed by the intui-
approach Is called the covariance method, The tion that for mst natural color Images the edge
cover iance method gives better estimates of the occur at approximately the same location in every
predictor parameters and of the bias, and a channel. The edge-information in the i-tb
smaller mean-squared prediction ercror than the channel Is conveyed mainly by the prediction
autoorrelatim mthod. Nowever, neither method ertror signal eilmfn)- Nowever, assuming small
can guarantee atabitv of either the resulting quantization errors,. h ifrne sga
acaler or matrix autoregressive models. difm,n) approximates oifn~n). Therefore an an-

Coded quantised difference signal would contain
Tbe stability of the matr ix filter mainly information about the edge-location. This

t/p(B1,s2 ) Is necessary for the stable to- is depicted in Fig. 2 where the binary images
construction of zto,n) from the prediction (a) , (b), # () show the encoded quantized

4matrices,# the bias, and the prediction error sig- (2-loee/pixel) difference sig9nall, of the red,
nal e(Sefn). this stah.11ity Is equivalent to the green, and blue channel separate'.) £.ir a bad and
scaler 2-0 polynomial 6Pt''?P,s: 2)) being minimum shoulders Image with well definte tao.r&. The
phase, where*6* dt-* d .~ ,s #% terminenst of a binary image of Fig. 2(d). howver. rinws the
matrix. with the rova-',. it thod, the &9tise- 2-levels/pixel soamon esncodet a... iiz dif-
tion of the bias intere':vt w:.:- the stability in ference signal which is tr .- *..n the



sulti-input single-output quantizer of Fig. 1. an explained in 11,2), and use a logarithmic
ley comparing the images of Fig. 2, we realist quantizer to quantize the coefficients inside a
that by using a single-channel for information fixed range. For vector predictors, we can uaa'Iabout edge-location. we do not loose may ft**ed .s the autocorrelation method with a 2-D separable
The encoded signal c(u,n) ws formed by first mask for guaranteed stability. The quantization
finding a single-channel difference signals of the entries of the resulting prediction

9 matrices is still under investigation. The a-
CUM~n i* ~ (9) ponents of the bias vector 4 and the stepI ~.~m~)sizes AIare quantized by using log-quantizers.

where the w so are weighting coefficients, and 93InALM RInUM
then qunif and encoding dlm,n) as followas

We successfully applied the multichannel

* I * ~m~) adaptive prediction ADPOI coding to color aeria
photographs and head and shoulders images. The"e

c(M.n) G 0 < d(m,n) < 9 (10) color image* had only 3 channels (red, green and

-1 , d(m,n) c-eblue) with a total resolution of 24 bits/pixel.
The analysis frames consisted of 16416 or 3242
pixels. The prediction masks had a quarter-planse

The encoded signal c(m,n) represents the sequence region of support with 24 or 3 4 amples In
of codewords. The quantized difference signals extent, by coding each channel separately at I
are determined as follows: bit/pixel or loe, color reconstructed Images of

high quality resulted at a rate of -3 bits/pixel
;,(Nn) c(~ft)A1 11) or less, by using a multi-input single-output
dpm ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~AnC w ~~)A i,,., ithi adaptive mcalar prediction and 3-level.

The threebbold 6 In (10) and the step sizes A In quantizat ion color reconstructed Images of good
(11) at* adapted over each KM3 analysis framJ of quality resulted at a total rate of w4 bit/pixel
the image according to the rules or lss (down to '0.3 bit/pixel) * These rates

* ~..(12) correspond to compression factors of about 24:1
eft D.O , 12 or Sore. The mixing of the different channels in

Zq. (9) Was done by using as weighting coef-
where a is the rn value of the i-tb prediction ficients 0.3, 0.6 and 0.1 for the red, green and
error Signal *i(m.n) in the analysis frome, blue channel respectively, Since, the green color
aid o Is the ran value of a single-channel. pre- is the most Important and the blue is the least
dictign error signa formed by a linear important for edge-constent 14).

combination of all the e (urn) using the same
weighting coefficients as in it). The constants by using multichannel AVPCH with adaptive
9 and 0 are determined empirically 11,2). The matrix (instead of scalar) predictors we cbtained
3-level quantization logic of (10) allows us to coded Images whose quality was similar to the
set 000 and thus quantize the difference signal quality of the images coded by using acalar pre-
with 1-bit fixed length codewords. Alterne- dictors. Since matrix linear prediction gives a
tively, if 900, by adjusting I we can produce at smaller prediction error residual than scalar
the output Of the quantizer a Large percentage of linear prediction, we ore, continuing to inveati-
zero levels which will reduce significantly the gate ways of achieving higher Image quality using
entropy of the quantized difference signal end matrix predictors.
enable us to use Buffms" codeword. of variable
length in order to achieve an average bit rate of
much loe than i bit/pixel.
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